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Highlights

Entry-level,4-port analog voice mail solution 

with 32 mailboxes and 1.5 hours of 

message storage

Expandable to 64 mailboxes and 4.5 hours 

of storage

User Conveniences

Send messages in answering and voice 

mail mode

Send copies of messages

Send messages to multiple destinations

Delete, reply, save, skip or forward a message

(with/without peamble)

Change recorded name,personal greeting 

and password

Playback controls when sending 

or reviewing messages

Record a temporary greeting

Date and time stamp on each message plus 

sender information, if available

Additional Features

Menu Routing - 5 menus

Message Wait Light

Pager Notification - 18 digits

Password Protection

Time-based Answering (open/close)

TM

Entry-Level Voice Mail

MiniVoice is an entry-level, user-friendly

voice mail system with basic features

and message storage.This compact,

4-port voice mail solution has 32 

mailboxes and up to 1.5 hours of 

message storage.That’s everything you

need to get your business started using

voice mail. Just like larger organizations,

you now have access to the same 

essential communications tool that

allows callers to get through to your

business quickly, even during busy times

and off-hours. Best of all, this product quickly 

integrates with Vodavi’s entire line of business 

communications systems as well as most other telephone systems.

Features to Fit Your Needs
MiniVoice offers a host of user-friendly features, such as time and date

stamp, password protection, message wait light and message routing. In

addition, DTMF Administrative Programming allows users to retrieve

messages and change their voice mail parameters from any touch-tone

phone.Another popular and convenient feature is that MiniVoice 

can be programmed with pager notification to alert users when they

have a new voice mail message.

Automated Attendant
For those businesses needing auto attendant capability, MiniVoice’s

auto attendant allows callers to bypass the menu of recorded 

extensions when they simply dial the extension they wish to reach.

This expedites the call, giving callers the information they need as

quickly as possible.

Ease of Use 
MiniVoice uses single digit commands, so there are no complex 

commands to memorize.The system constantly prompts 

users for the next action to be taken.


